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14 Simple Tools I Have Used to Lose Weight and Electrify My Life!
#1  ASSESS THE SITUATION

I constantly assess where I am at in my health journey to find the drive and discipline to continue climbing towards the 
height of my possibility.

I assess to remind myself WHY I get up early to make time to exercise, WHY I say no to junk in my diet, and WHY I 
fiercely protect my down time.

Assess Yourself: 

1. On a scale from 1-10 (10 being exceptional, 1 being close to dead), how would you rate your current state of
health?

2. What is it costing you to be in your current state of health (think in terms of energy, relationships, confidence,
happiness)?

Get specific here.  If you aren’t incredibly uncomfortable during this step, you aren’t getting specific enough.  
Not having great health is costing you a lot.  Name it!  

3. In what ways will my life improve by up-leveling my health to a 9 or a 10?

Again, get specific.  If you aren’t getting butterflies in your belly as you write these answers, dream bigger!

Need more help weighing the costs of your health?  Find help here.

#2   MAKE IT OFFICIAL

Taking responsibility for your health is a MASSIVELY challenging commitment; especially living at a time when much of 
our food is no longer food and moving our body has become something we have to “make time for” rather than just 
being a way of life.  

But it is a commitment you will never regret making…EVER!!  Everything in your life rests on the foundation of your 
health. 

Big commitments warrant contracts binding you to your promise.  So, I have a gift for you; a contract committing you 
to bettering your health.  Open it, read it, signs it, commit it to memory and, most importantly, 
begin…TODAY. 

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/gngpodcastdownloads/self_care_contract-5.pdf
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I wrote this contract because I needed something I could read when my inner toddler wants lay down on the path 
of my success and throw a tantrum.  It helps me get back on track every time!  If the words don’t resonate with you, 
write your own.  

Come on…commit to your greatness!

#3  GET YOUR HEAD STRAIGHT

The single most powerful thing I do in my day to protect and improve my health is this:  I plan for it!

Now that you are clear on what you want for your health and you are committed to doing the work necessary to get 
you there, you will have to REMIND yourself EVERY day because if you don’t, resistance will win and your dreams of a 
better life will remain…well…dreams.  

“Rule of thumb: The more important a call or action is to our soul’s evolution, the more Resistance we will feel toward 
pursuing it.” – Steven Pressfield

Expect resistance to greet you in the morning and take a little time to get straight about exactly what you need to do 
to conquer it.   Center yourself.  Remind yourself about your commitment to do better with your health and align your 
day to do just that.

What will you eat?  When will you prepare what you eat?
When will you exercise?  How will you exercise?
How will you manage the stressful moments that are bound to show up?
What time will you go to bed? 

PLAN FOR YOUR SUCCESS.

Or don’t…but then don’t bitch about the results you didn’t get from the work you never planned to do.

#4  CLEAR YOUR PLATE 

“No makes way for yes.”  – Danielle LaPorte  

Right now, make a list of 5 things in your day that are unnecessary, unfulfilling and in no way contributing to bettering 
your health or happiness.  Things that, if you removed them from your plate, would open up time, space and  
possibility for what you really want.

Personally, I say no to clients before 7am to be sure I have time to train my own body before I work with anyone else’s.  I say no 
to invitations that feel depleting rather than exhilarating.   I review and edit my schedule constantly to make sure it is in align-
ment with what I say I want for my life.

Make no mistake; in order to trim the fat off your waist, you will have to trim the fat in your life.  We all have the same 24-hours 
in the day.  You CAN find the time to reclaim your health and build a kickass life.  The question to be asking is: “Will you?”  
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#5   CROSS THE LINE

Saying YES to up leveling yourself requires that you put faith in your capacity for greatness and be ok with not knowing 
exactly what that looks or feels like. 

“Faith is taking the first step even when you don’t see the whole staircase” – Martin Luther King, Jr.

Saying YES to living your life as your best requires that you step outside the parameters of your comfort zone boldly, 
unapologetically and often.  It requires belief that you are bigger than the box you have put yourself in, and the faith 
that the other side will be more glorious than you imagine.

Be honest.  You have been under-actualizing your life not because you are lazy or incapable of change; you haven’t 
been playing full out because you are really freaking comfortable, too comfortable with the way things are.  Life is 
predictable and therein lies the comfort AND misery.  

All of the moments I have dared to say “YES” in my own life have brought with them discomfort, uncertainty and fear.  
That is a good thing!  I now know if those feeling don’t bubble up when making a decision, I am most likely basing the 
answer on my “comfort” rather than my “growth”.

#6  WAKE-UP!

Improving your cholesterol and toning your tush require that you PAY ATTENTION to the road you are traveling.  It is so 
easy to tune out, forget to read signs and fall asleep at the wheel.  I’ve done it and I bet you have too!

For years, I thought I was eating healthy food and moving my body in a way that would keep it performing and looking 
great.  Problem was…I wasn’t feeling so hot and my body had seen better days.  

So, rather than continue to travel down a road that wasn’t getting me to where I wanted to go, I decided to stop and 
ask for directions.  I needed help.  I needed more education about how the human body best responds to food and 
exercise.  And the biggest lesson I learned was that I had become the biggest roadblock to my success because I wasn’t 
paying attention to signs that were so clearly placed.  

If you are serious about changing the direction of your health story, start accounting for the following today 
(yes, actually write it down):

What and how much are you eating, REALLY?  
How do you “feel” after you eat?
How much are you exercising?  
What SPECIFICALLY are you doing when you exercise?
How much water are you drinking?
How much are you sleeping?  What is the quality of that sleep?
Where is your stress level?  What are you doing to manage that stress?

You are a smart cookie…it won’t take you very long to start linking the results you are or ARE NOT seeing to your 
current lifestyle habits.  And, hey! If you get lost or have trouble reading the signs, you might want to consider  
stopping to ask for directions like I did.  Feel free to contact me.
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#7  PACK FOR THE JOURNEY 

“It takes as much energy to wish as it does to plan.”  – Eleanor Roosevelt

Be honest, how much energy do you waste in the day by not pre-deciding what to eat?  My guess is, a lot.  More often 
than not, you are unprepared, make a crummy choice (because you are starving!) and then waste a ton of energy 
regretting and feeling guilty about the choice you make.  Stop it!  

Leave a few healthy items in your car and restock weekly.  Nuts, fruit and some clean protein powder (in a mason jar 
that you can easily pour water into) are easy things to store to be sure you always have healthy goods available to tide 
you over until you can have a good meal.

Put nutritious snacks in your gym bag and purse.   You just never know when you or someone you love will need a 
little fuel.  I assure you…they won’t last long!

Invest in a cooler bag for your car, a mini fridge for your office, and glass containers you can store all of your healthy 
goods in.  Get a BPA-free or glass water bottle you will actually use and bring it with you EVERYWHERE.  

Keep a clean pair of gym clothes in your car…you just never know when you might have an opportunity to MOVE and 
not having on the “right clothes” is such a lame excuse not to allow yourself to PLAY!

#8   SHAKE IT TIL YOU MAKE IT AND THEN KEEP GOING

”…if you won’t… one day you may not be able to.” –Ido Portal

Movement is what the body is designed for.  Movement carries us towards our dreams, allows us to explore, love and 
contribute.  Without it we lose dynamic expression.

Take the stairs.  Park further away.  Bike to work.  Walk to the store.  Carry your groceries in one bag at a time.  Dance 
while you cook dinner.   Chase your kids or grandkids in the yard after dinner.  Stretch like your dog does…deeply and 
often.  Explore movement.  Embrace movement.  Challenge your ability to move.   Learn how to move better.

MOVE YOUR BODY.  IN AS MANY WAYS AS POSSIBLE, EACH AND EVERY DAY YOU HAVE THE PRIVILEDGE OF BEING 
ALIVE. 

Do what you are good at and do MORE of what you aren’t good at.   Seriously, focus on your weaknesses. 

In my nearly 2 decades of training all ages and fitness levels, I have learned this:  people LOVE to focus on what they 
are good at and avoid the things that they aren’t good at  (the things that will actually transform them), at all costs.

#9   EAT REAL FOOD

You are what you eat, really!  If you are constantly eating processed, chemical laden garbage that is pretty much what 
your cells will turn into.  And your cells are the building blocks of life.  Simply put…eating crap ultimately turns your life 
into crap (there is no sugarcoated way to say that)!
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“Don’t eat anything your great-grandmother wouldn’t recognize as food.”  –Michael Pollan

She would have recognized chicken and carrots, not hamburger helper and red bull.  

Remember that thing your grandmother use to do called…COOKING??!! It is time to make it hip again.   
Get reacquainted with your kitchen.    Don’t have time?  Get your bootie back to tip #4.

Read labels and only buy products that are made with ingredients you know and can pronounce.  
Better yet…try buying less, a lot less, of the foods that even have a label.  

Shop on the periphery of the store.  EAT REAL FOOD.

Educate yourself about the food industry. Ignorance on this issue isn’t bliss; it is the path to physiological breakdown 
and disease.  Know where your food comes from, how it was grown, and how well the human body digests it.  

Take responsibility for what you are putting into your mouth.  After all, no one is forcing it to go in there.  
What you eat is a choice.  Choose wisely…the quality of your life depends on it!

#10  HAVE ANOTHER GLASS

Of water, of course!  

Water is used for every process in the human body.  Internally it heals, energizes, beautifies, strengthens, balances, 
nourishes and cleanses.  Without it you are deep trouble on so many levels.    

Water makes up roughly 75% of muscle fiber, 80% of blood volume and 75% of our brain.  So drinking water  
throughout the day helps you to build and maintain muscle mass, transport and absorb the nutrients you are 
ingesting and help you think better, longer! 

The liver requires water to convert stored fat into energy, which is an absolute necessity for fat loss to happen.   
All of your efforts in the gym are for nothing if you are dehydrated.

If you have no idea how much water you drink in a day, get a gallon jug and pour all of your water out of that 
jug for an entire day.  You may be surprised how little water you are really drinking.  

Infuse your water with fruit and veggies to make it more interesting.  

Drink it out of a wine glass at dinner (heck…considering all it does for you, it deserves a toast). 

Make a commitment to drinking a couple of tall glasses of water before you drink anything else, even coffee and tea.  

#11  STOP BEING A DICTATOR

I had been a trainer for years before I really started to listen to my own body, and oh man, did it have a lot to say!!!  
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My joints hurt constantly, I struggled with my energy daily, I was highly reactive and not very happy.

Your body has a lot to say about the way you are treating it too, but if you are doing all of the talking, you won’t be 
able to hear it.  At least, not until it breaks down in very LOUD way.  

When your joints hurt, are you proactive about learning how to move smarter and avoid foods that cause 
inflammation?  Or do you just reach for the Advil?

When you are a reactive and emotional basket case, do you ever pause to question how your food choices might be 
messing with your hormonal chemistry?  Or do you chalk it up to being just being a woman?

When your head hurts, your bowl movements are irregular, and your skin is breaking out do you ever stop to consider 
that your body is responding to the messages that you are sending it via your lifestyle choices?

You are in a RELATIONSHIP with your body.  Stop disrespecting what it has to say, and learn how to communicate with 
it.  After all,  you going to be together for awhile.

#12   BE A KID AGAIN

Having a three-year-old son is a daily reminder to me of how wonderful life was meant to be in the absence of a story, 
stubborn beliefs and self-built limitations.

Once children start moving in the day they never seem to stop.   They eat constantly, sleep for long hours deeply and 
peacefully, laugh hysterically, trust openly and love tremendously.  The world is their oyster and everything is possible, 
fascinating and perfect.   They are living the “good life” by being fully engaged and “wowed” by everything.  Sounds 
like a great recipe for healthy living, eh?

Some days it is hard to believe that you came into the world that way too, isn’t it?  When was the last time you felt 
really engaged and fascinated by life?  What are you doing on a regular basis that infuses your life with more life?

Do something today that is purely for the purpose of PLAY and see what opens up for you!  

#13  PUT YOUR FEET UP

Not allowing yourself to rest is HIGHLY stressful on your body and when the body is stressed, cortisol is unleashed.  
Cortisol increases your blood sugar levels and too much blood sugar makes your body really productive…at fat  
storage!!!!  Furthermore, stress causes inflammation and chronic inflammation is the pre-cursor to DISEASE.

Sleep is not a luxury, but a necessity. 7-8 hours a night is ideal.  You can live off less, but not happily and most likely not 
as productively as you could if you just made it a point to fiercely protect your Z’s.

Learn techniques to manage stress and, for the sake of everything you love, take responsibility for how you are 
responding to the world around you!   
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#14  PAY IT FORWARD

“It’s not so much about getting what you want as having what it takes to give to others.” – Danielle LaPorte

You can’t give what you don’t have.   Giving is depleting when health is absent and I KNOW you have a lot of giving to 
do.

You have gifts and talents and the world needs you to share.  You have family and friends who need you to love them 
deeply and fully.  You have this life, this opportunity, to contribute GREAT things.

As you stand firmly in the center of taking responsibility for your health and your life, you are inspiring others to do 
the same.  Taking supreme care of YOU has the power to change lives and, ultimately, the world.  

RIGHT NOW make the choice to start living as the person you have always known yourself to be.  Commit to doing just 
a little better every day and you will be lighting the way for many to follow in your footsteps.  

And when you stumble (and you will), remember this: 

With a dash of Grace & a heavy dose of Grit anything is possible.  
Get up and keep going!


